THE METRICS OF TRUST
AND INFLUENCE
Having readers believe your message—and act on it—are
cornerstones of marketing. Here’s why trusted and influential
magazine content simply cannot be bought: it’s priceless.

What is editorial?
Editorial content is produced by
journalists, artists in various media or other
professional creators. It is meant to inform
and entertain, not to sell something.

What is not editorial?
If an outside advertiser, sponsor or other
organization providing payment or
alternate consideration to your brand (such
as products, resources, in-kind or contra)
produces, directs, approves, reviews or
modifies the content, it is likely not editorial.

Canadians

magazines

According to Magazines Canada, we have more than 100 titles per capita...
more than any other developed country in the world! Magazines create long-term
relationships with Canadian readers who trust their professionally researched,
written, edited and produced content—which provides a high-quality environment
for marketing messages, too.

Because they’re local
92% think Canadian mags play a significant role in informing us about our country
and each other. 88% value content created especially for Canadian readers and
77% prefer Canadian to U.S. magazines (in many stores, they outsell U.S. titles).

Because print still rules
Print is still the most-trusted medium, tied with internet search-engine results at
65% (while 55% trust online-only media and only 43% trust social media).

Yes, even with millennials
A recent 2018 survey showed that adults under 35 and 25 are more likely to be
mag readers than the general adult pop. Other studies show that print is still
preferred by the majority of readers of all ages—even millennials.

Breaking the rules doesn’t
earn #trust
In the U.S., the FTC requires that social media posts by
influencers “clearly and conspicuously disclose” their
monetary relationship with brands. According to FTC
Endorsement Guides, for instance, Instagram disclosures
should appear in first three lines (above the “more” link)
and that hashtags like #sp #partner, and even naming the
brand, are not sufficient. Hundreds of social influencers have
received warning letters and failure to comply with the FTC
Act can result in law-enforcement action.

Information + inspiration +
action = real influence
We all know about the advertising funnel: brand awareness and
familiarity is the wide catchment area, at the top. Only moving
people down the funnel—through association of a message
with your brand, favorable perceptions of your brand right to
purchase intent—goes from simple awareness into persuasion,
turning readers into consumers.

Magazine readers are
the real influencers
Devoted magazine readers have more real-life friends and spread
ideas widely to their social circles. They are also more active on
social media than the general population.

Conversion catalysts
Among people who are involved in their communities, magazine
readers have significantly wider social networks and are better
informed about products than avid internet, TV or radio followers
according to a recent study.

Super influentials
Among consumers with high incomes ($75k+), print magazines
have almost double the importance of internet in their media
mix. In households with incomes $250k+, magazines are more
prevalent than tv, radio or internet—and that holds for the corner
offices of top earners and decision-makers in business, too.

Print media persuades
It has the highest lifts across all metrics—print creates 11%
brand favourability and 11% purchase intent (versus only 4% for
online media).

Magazine brands are social
The social media engagement factor for magazine-brand feeds
themselves are much higher than for non-magazine brands.
Magazine brands create double the social activity on Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram compared to non-magazine brands in the
Home and Garden, Business and Finance, Travel, and Women’s
and Men’s fashion and grooming categories. For Fitness (triple
the engagement), Women’s service and lifestyle (four times the
engagement) and Action and Adventure (five times) magazine
social feeds, the engagement is even more profound!

The decline of influencers?
A number of credible media outlets have recently chronicled the downfall of the socalled social-media influencer movement in marketing.
“The Follower Factory” in The New York Times
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/01/27/technology/social-media-bots.html
“Is it Time to Regulate Social Media Influencers?” in New York
http://nymag.com/intelligencer/amp/2019/01/is-it-time-to-regulate-social-mediainfluencers.html
“The Instagram Aesthetic Is Over” in The Atlantic
https://amp.theatlantic.com/amp/article/587803/

Fake news is nobody’s friend
Canadian readers trust print magazines four times more
than social media. More than 73% of readers have fallen for
“fake news” headlines online, according to U.S. research
(believemagmedia.com)—those experiences are bad news
for creating a trustworthy context for advertising messages.

Readers drive their magazine experience
47% feel in control while reading a magazine (while only 18%
do while browsing social media).

Ads are a trusted part of magazine reading
47% of magazine readers feel ads are a good part of print (and
44% of digital) magazine experiences—while only 11% and 21%
agree that ads are a positive part of browsing social media and
online, respectively.

Trusted content drives behaviour

THE B2B MARKET IS HUGELY
INFLUENTIAL, AND A RECENT STUDY
SHOWS THAT BUSINESS MAGAZINES
ARE READ AND TRUSTED BY SENIOR
PURCHASE INFLUENCERS—INCLUDING
YOUNGER WORKERS.

Magazines engage
hearts and minds
Brain games
A neuroscientist study tells us that on-paper readers remember
more: they’re more focused and show less distraction, displaying
slower reading speeds that result in higher comprehension
and recall. More importantly, print reading isn’t just about
information—it stimulates emotions and desires... the kind of
brain activity that drives purchasing behaviour.

Readers believe magazines more than any other media, making
magazine readers more likely to recommend products they’ve
learned about through well-researched and authoritative content,
and through ads that appear in that context.

Magazines mean business
The B2B market is hugely influential, and a recent study shows
that business magazines are read and trusted by senior purchase
influencers—including younger workers. Print readers are 49%
more likely to be the sole or final decision maker and the print
magazine audience contains 68% more senior management.

Magazine readers have business influence
92% have purchasing influence, and 62% made a buy over
$250,000 in the last two years.—including the 55% of millennials
who were involved in purchases over $250,000 in the past two
years, who tend to be digital B2B magazine readers.

Handshake deal
95% said that B2B magazines are “a trusted voice,” 85% are more
likely to investigate something read about in a magazine and 45%
say B2B magazines are the first place they go to learn about new
offerings. B2B magazines top trade shows and trusted colleagues
as places to learn about industry best practices!

Relationships take time
Consumers spend more than 40 minutes reading a magazine.
They save it, go back to it and readership continues to grow
10 weeks from publication... that’s long-term love!

#Winning magazines
Uber, Casper, Facebook (Grow), Away luggage (Here), Dollar Shave Club (Mel) and Airbnb are among the
online-first, millennial-beloved brands that have started magazines, including print editions.

